Micad swivel low back
with arms
Cod.10.0142
Design Michele Cadore
Production year 2002
Chair with armrests with body in curved multiply
beech covered with leather. Arms in chromed
steel in round section, available in different
painted options. Gas seat height adjustment
and tilt control mechanism (basic Synchro).
Structure material
AL - Liquid aluminium
CR - Bright chrome
NS - Semi-bright black
Covering materials available
CPF - Full grain leather (30 colors)
COM - Material provided by the customer
CTT - Contract leather (15 colors)
FE - Felt (60 colors)
FX - Faux leather (45 colors)
PPF - Soft full grain leather (60 colors)
To check the available colors, consult the
finishing catalogue.
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Technical informations

Dimensions
68 x 70 x 111 cm
26¾ x 27½ x 43¾ inches
Type Carton

Net weight 11 kg/ 24.2 lb
Gross weight 13 kg/ 28.6 lb
Volume 0.528 m³
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Michele Cadore

Design

All measurements in
millimetres and inches

Michele Cadore was born in 1965 in Florence. The design has always been his
dream since he was a child. The arrival point was the opening of his own design
study in 1989. Before he got his diploma at the Institute of Art and graduated in
Architecture. His own and main interest isn’t Architecture in itself but rather the
objects and their industrial production. “My lines are always clear; I think this fits
well with the requirements of the firm Enrico Pellizzoni”. Thanks to this collaboration
Michele Cadore can dedicate himself to his first love: the industrial design. This true
passion rewarded him with prizes like Top Ten for the chair of the year in 1997 and
Good Design in Birmingham for a sofa.
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